On sensing predators, developing delicate skinks (Lampropholis delicata, pictured) burst from their eggs and, in one fluid motion, sprint about 40 centimetres and dive for cover.
Diamonds tick like atomic clocks
Flaws in diamond crystals could make precise timekeeping more convenient.
Today's most accurate timekeeping standards are kept by clocks that contain hard-to-manufacture atomic gases. These clocks are usually placed only in specialist laboratories or on satellites, where their signals are used for applications such as communication and navigation. Dirk Englund, now at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, and his colleagues propose a scheme for keeping time using a diamond containing a nitrogen impurity. This defect has an oscillating electronic spin state that could be detected from the light it emits when excited by a laser, and therefore could provide a timekeeping signal. A device that relies on diamond chips would be more portable than atomic clocks, as well as easier to integrate into solid-state manufacturing. 
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Quake linked to drilling
Waste water from oil and gas drilling that was pumped underground may have set off a magnitude-5.7 earthquake in the central United States.
In November 2011, a series of quakes near Prague, Oklahoma, could be felt across 17 states. A team led by Katie Keranan at the University of Oklahoma in Norman analysed the aftershocks to see how faults ruptured. Of three segments to break in the fault network, the first was located believed the gaze was directed towards them -even if the eyes or faces were rotated to the left or right.
Although it is not clear whether this gaze bias is learned or innate, it could prove useful in anticipating social interactions. Conditions such as autism have been linked to abnormal gaze behaviours, the authors note. When muscles contract or cells divide, the necessary movements depend on foot-like projections of the protein myosin 'stepping' their way to binding sites on strands of the protein actin. Researchers led by Yale E. Goldman at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia attached a dye to a myosin subunit, then used superfast switching of polarized light from multiple directions to take microsecond-scale snapshots that revealed the subunit's orientation and rotations. After detaching from one binding site, myosin takes a forward step that propels it only about two-thirds of the distance towards the next site. Wild gyrations get it the rest of the way. The group is now using the same technique to reveal the dynamics of molecular motors involved in processes such as protein synthesis. showed that although an expansion in the amount of land cleared for agriculture did increase runoff in some parts of the basin, these changes were not enough to explain the overall trend.
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The findings suggest that climate change could hamper efforts to reduce the flow of nitrogen-rich runoff from the river into the Gulf of Mexico, where the nutrients create lowoxygen 'dead zones' . within 200 metres of a shaft that had been used to inject fluid underground for 18 years. The authors conclude that changes in ground stress as the fluid built up probably caused the faults to fail.
Wastewater injections are known to have triggered earthquakes before, but this is the largest that has been tied to the practice so far, the authors say. They suggest that even a relatively small volume of fluid can lead to significant quakes many years down the line.
